
As a growing company, your time to market is crucial. Yet, as an SMB, you don’t neces-
sarily have the same unlimited resources as “Big Pharma”. So, how can you reap all the 
benefits of a Veeva solution efficiently, in time, in-scope, and in budget?

That’s where Epista comes in. We’ve developed a solution to move you forward quickly 
while also preparing you for the future.

SMB Package based on best practices

Veeva SMB Package

Efficient and Compliant
Implementation of Veeva R&D Vault

Smart Configuration Decisions
Epista keeps the Veeva Standard Configuration Phase short, so decisions must be made quickly. 
Time constraints don’t allow for very many process improvement or harmonization activities. 
Epista helps you turn your business strategy and goals into actionable configuration decisions to 
create a digital platform for you future.

Efficient Cloud Qualification/Computer System Validation
The required validation documents can be overwhelming - especially to those inexperienced 
with Cloud/SaaS qualification. Epista’s deep expertise gives you a proven path to success. We 
know what needs to be read/reviewed, what vendor documentation can be re-used, and more. 
Instead of reinventing the wheel, you’ll have the confidence that comes from being supported 
by reliable experts.

Successful End User & Business Adoption
After configuration and validation, it’s time to onboard the business. Epista will make sure your 
rollouts are a success by considering key elements in the early project stages. Things like SOPs, 
training, change management and the like. We’ve seen many projects go wrong because these 
key elements were not given the attention they needed until it was too late.

Epista’s Implementation Support Framework:
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Veeva SMB Package includes:

 Project Management - Governance:
 A project manager is responsible for overall service deliverables, project oversight and   
 progress. They’ll use well-established project governance tools and methods based on  
 our extensive experience implementing Veeva Vault for many SMB clients.

	 Configuration	Support	-	Business	Value:
 A subject matter expert will guide you through each new release to secure business   
 continuation and ensure that new features and functions are utilized to maximum value.  
 This way, your system will continue to support your business, rather than your business  
 twisting itself to fit into the system’s processes.

	 Validation	Support	-	Compliance:
 A technical expert will deliver validation support by adapting Veeva’s standard material  
 with your pre-defined requirements.

 Training	Support	-	Onboarding:
 An Epista expert will provide training to end users by adapting Veeva’s standard material  
 to your specific business needs.

Optional Services:

	 Process	Optimization:
 New IT systems bring layers of complexity to a business, crossing internal ‘silos’ and   
 making it difficult to meet everyone’s needs. Yet, streamlined processes are essential to  
 achieving business goals. We ensure your  processes are harmonized and streamlined 
 to meet compliance requirements while unlocking value throughout your organization.

	 IT	&	Business	Support:
 A subject matter expert will update existing procedures and establish new ones resulting  
 from system implementation and updates.

	 Migration	Support:
 A migration specialist will establish a migration strategy and analyze and prepare data to  
 be moved from your legacy system to your Veeva Vault.

 Organizational	Change	Management:
 An Organizational Change Manager will establish a successful OCM Strategy and plan.  
 This includes a communication & training plan as well as roll-out plans, end-user support  
 setup, surveys, and polls.

	 Managed	Operations:
 

 Epista’s Veeva Managed Operations team ensures you stay on top of changes based on  
 Veeva’s new releases. We evaluate the potential impact of releases before they happen  
 and assure a smooth transition for your end users.

Get in touch to learn how Epista can help you take full advantage your Veeva 
Vault and ensure your implementation meets all your business needs.


